
drinks menu



cocktails ‘ON TAP’

frozen cocktails

passion fruit martini 10.1%
An all time favourite with a twist of the perfect blend of triple distilled vodka, passion fruits, purees and 

vanilla extracts.

salted caramel ESPRESSO MARTINI 10%
Triple distilled vodka, espresso liqueur, cold brew coffee and salted caramel.

PINA COLADA 10%
White rum, coconut cream, pineapple juice and lemon juice.

aperol spritz 8%
An Italian classic, bittersweet zesty orange with complex herbal scents and notes of vanilla brought together 

with sparkling wine and soda.

BLOOD ORANGE MARGARITA 10%
A modern twist on a classic, tequila blended with lime and sugar with notes of blood orange.

RUM PUNCH 8.5%
Bacardi Carta Ora balanced perfectly with pineapple, passion fruit, ginger and lime.

We have 8 different cocktails ‘on tap’ available, visit the bar to see our 2 special rotating cocktail lines.

PINA COLADA
White rum, pineapple, coconut, cream and lemon.

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
White rum, strawberry, cranberry and lime.

MIAMI VICE
A mixture of pina colada and strawberry daiquiri.



salt beers

craft
LOOM PALE 4%
True to the original, we weave together America’s 
finest hops, before dry-hopping for a refreshingly 
lighter, crisper taste. The result is a game changing, 
full flavoured 4% session beer, that’s familiarly light, 
yet rewardingly different.

JUTE SESSION IPA 4.2%
Putting a spin on this hazy classic, we added a fine 
double act of Australian & American hops to create 
an unusually crisp, light, session IPA that still packs 
a flavour punch - delivering juicy, citrus notes and a 
low bitterness, melon-rind finish.

serge NEIPA JNR 4.5%
Brewed with bags of Citra, this unique hop provides 
our namesake with a super juicy, tropical fruit aroma 
and flavour, providing powerful, interwoven notes of 
mango, guava, and lychee fruit. Heavy dry hopping 
gives its characteristic haziness, full body and full-
on bitterness to finish.

HUCKABACK NEIPA 5.5%
With a winning combination of Mosaic, Citra and 
Amarillo hops, expect a lemon sherbet aroma with 
strong notes of lemon verbena. Generously hopped, 
this hazy New England IPA is smooth and intensely 
fruity with a soft, pithy bitterness on the end.

ALPACA  DDH IPA 6.6%
Our Alpaca double dry-hopped IPA is every bit 
as luxurious as its namesake. From its intense 
tropical hop aroma to its guava, melon and following 
honey notes; crisp and punchy. The tropical fruits 
beautifully balance with a dry, bitter finish.

IKAT  DDH DIPA 8%
With an intense tropical fruit and citrus hop aroma. 
Full-bodied and intertwined with tropical character, 
expect a little guava, mango, passion fruit and lychee 
followed by more mellow honey notes for a smooth 
but surprisingly bold finish.

TRAM  DOUBLE NEIPA 8%
Influenced by a mix of hops from the far-flung hop 
fields of the USA and New Zealand. Dry hopped and 
full bodied. Hazy in appearance and memorable in 
taste with notes of gooseberry, grape and tropical 
fruit with a low bitterness finish.

cask
MERINO  JUICY PALE ALE 3.4.%
Sessionable and packed full of flavour. At 3.4% this 
juicy pale ale packs a whole world of flavour into your 
pint, with notes of mango, blueberry and tropical 
fruit rind to finish. Like its namesake, this beer is 
small yet mighty!

TWEED  DRY HOPPED PALE ALE 4%
A dry hopped pale ale and a true modern twist on a 
timeless classic. We use Chinook in the boil for a 
delicious resinous pine aroma, complemented by a 
mix of Centennial, Mosaic and Cascade in the dry hop 
for a hoppy, bitter finish.

SUEDE  STOUT 4.1%
With an impressive and extensive malt bill, this 
stout produces a delicious aroma of roasted barley, 
chocolate and coffee. Expect a full body and dark 
appearance, with flavours of sweet chocolate, red 
stone fruit, coffee and a slight roastiness that is 
sure to be thoroughly enjoyed with every sip.



gin

Tanqueray 43.1%
The same recipe used from 1830, a fanastic all-rounder heavy on juniper, 

coriander, angelica and liquorice. 

Tanqueray Rangpur 41.3%
The exotic Rangpur lime, ginger and bay leaves are added to Tanqueray’s 

base resulting in an easy-drinking gin with a citrus twist.

Tanqueray Sevilla 41.3%
A zesty, fruitful gin offering a bold and bittersweet taste of the sun-soaked 

Mediterranean. Seville oranges are distilled with orange blossom and the 
four botanicals of their classic gin.

tanqueray blackcurrant royale 41.3%
Fresh blackcurrants and subtle notes of vanilla deliver a rich and fruity gin 

with subtle sweetness, balanced with the four classic London Dry botanicals.

brockmans 40%
A unique blend of botanicals with subtle notes of berry give an intensely 

smooth taste, to this beautifully made gin.

chase pink grapefruit & pomelo 40%
Fresh tropical fruit notes sit up front, with plenty of enjoyable citrus acidity 

at its core. Juniper notes act 
as a spicy foil to the full-bodied sweetness.

chase rhubarb & bramley apple 40%
Classic gin botanicals are distilled with flavours of tart rhubarb, tangy 

apples and hints of juniper to create a crisp, zingy flavour profile.

gordon’s pink 37.5%
Crafted to balance the classic juniper-led taste of Gordon’s with the 

sweetness of raspberries and strawberries with the tang of redcurrant.



gin

masons pear & pink peppercorn 42%
Uniting sweet, crisp conference pear with the gentle warming spice of pink peppercorns for a delicate, 

aromatic flavour.

masons pink grapefruit & cucumber 42%
An exceptionally refreshing gin with notes of crisp, pink grapefruit citrus combining with juniper to 

balance the smooth cooling cucumber.

masons orange & lime leaf 42%
Juniper, orange and kaffir lime leaf are perfectly balanced for a punchy and fragrant gin with a long, dry 

finish.

stonewall raspberry 37.5%
Exquisite raspberry extract is mingled into the liquid over a period of time to create a fruity gin with a 

sophisticated back taste from the juniper.

stonewall passion fruit & mango 37.5%
Lovingly crafted using a clutch of awesome botanicals from around the world along with dollops of 

passionfruit and mango create a tangy and fruity gin.

stonewall pink rhubarb 40%
Taking you back to the rhubarb and custard sweets of your childhood, leading into notes of lightly spice 

rhubarb crumble, tropical fruit, pine forest and a lemon peel tang on the finish.

SIPSMITH SLOE 29%
Handcrafted by resting in the very best sloe berries on their London dry gin for 3-4 months resulting in a 

truly handmade sloe gin that is subtle, complex and bursting with flavour.

micil irish 42%
A superb balance of citrus, spice and rich floral flavours. A fragrant citrus nose, with hints of heather and 
bog-myrtle, gives way to a classic juniper and sweet liquorice notes, warm spice and silky lasting finish.

micil spiced orange 42%
Distinct warming orange notes, with classic Micil heather and floral tones. Balancing sweet and tart 

textures lead to a round, spicy finish.



wine

CHARDONNAY
AUSTRALIA
Pale lemon in colour with aromas of pineapple, 
melons and white peaches. Crisp and clean on the 
palate with fresh juicy tropical fruit flavours.

PINOT GRIGIO
ITALY
This delicately refreshing dry white is lemon yellow 
in colour. On the palate flavours of fresh green apple 
and citrus are balanced well by aromas of stone fruit.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
FRANCE
The nose is elegant and fruity. It reveals vegetal 
aromas such as boxwood or blackcurrant bud, but 
also more fruity citrus notes. Very fresh, lively and 
full, the palate is explosive, complex and fruity.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
NEW ZEALAND
Attractively green fruited and lively, with gooseberry 
and lime, plus elderflower and candy notes.

ZINFANDEL ROSE
CALIFORNIA
This sweet wine exhibits bright aromas of strawberry 
and watermelon on the palate. It is flavoursome and 
well-balanced with a refreshing mouth feel and a 
light crispness on its lingering finish.

PINOT GRIGIO ROSE
ITALY
Fruity and deliciously delicate. Crisp and refreshing 
flavours of soft red fruits are complemented by 
subtle floral aromas.

SHIRAZ
AUSTRALIA
This blend of Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon is 
packed with dark berry aromas, sweet vanilla oak 
and hints of stewed plums. On the palate brooding 
flavours of blackcurrants, raisins and mocha emerge.

MERLOT
FRANCE
The nose is profound and intense, showing notes 
of black fruits, sweet spices and liquorice. On the 
palate, this wine is medium-bodied with intense 
notes of blackberries, candied liquorice
and cinnamon.

MALBEC
ARGENTINA
A very quaffable, easy-drinking wine with copious 
amounts of blackberry, plum and cherry. Rounded 
tannins make this soft on the palate with a fresh 
finish that makes you reach for another glass.

RIOJA
SPAIN
Cherry-red in colour with violet-hued rims. To the 
nose, plant aromas prevail and the presence of red 
fruit and liquorice are strongly noted. In the mouth, 
it is well structured and fresh with a very
fruity finish.

PROSECCO
ITALY
Fragrant and fruity on the nose, with a palate that 
doles out green apple, nectarine and pear flavours 
with an undertone of fresh earth. It has a crisp 
acidity and finishes with a creamy texture.



shots

LUXARDO SAMBUCA 38%
Star anice, herbs and spices, alcohol, sugar and pure volcanic water 
from Luxardo own springs, are the key ingredients that distinguish 
this sambuca.

LUXARDO PASSIONE NERA BLACK 
SAMBUCA 38%
The predominant flavour is star anise with hints of cardamom and 
coriander also on the palate, giving a new velvety sensation, typical 
digestive aromas of liquorice predominate on the after taste.

LUXARDO RASPBERRY
SAMBUCA 38%
Their original sambuca infused with sweet raspberries to create a 
sambuca bursting with fragrant, fruity flavours, combined with the 
traditional liquorice ones.

LUXARDO LIMCELLO  27%
An authentic Italian lemon liqueur crammed full of fresh, juicy 
lemons to create an intensely citrusy drink.

PATRON REPOSADO TEQUILA  40%
Aged for at least four months for a smooth, ultra-premium taste of 
fresh agave and oak with notes of fruit, citrus and honey.

PATRON SILVER TEQUILA  40%
The perfect super premium white spirit made from the finest Weber 
Blue Agave.

PATRON ANEJO TEQUILA  40%
Oak aged for over 12 months to produce a tequila with notes of 
vanilla, raisin and honey perfect for sipping.

DEAD MAN’S FINGERS RASPBERRY 
RUM CREAM LIQUEUR  17%
A smooth, velvety, rum liqueur with aromas of fresh raspberries.

DEAD MANS FINGERS MANGO TEQUILA 
CREAM LIQUEUR  17%
This one combines high quality Reposado tequila with extremely rich 
cream and tropical flavours of mango.

TEQUILA ROSE
STRAWBERRY CREAM  15%
A silky smooth pairing of rich strawberry cream and the thrilling bite 
of tequila. 

CAZCABEL COFFEE  34%
The rich, sweet taste of freshly roasted coffee, with notes of 
chocolate, vanilla and agave.

CAZCABEL HONEY  34%   
Rich and sweet with beautiful notes of warm natural honey.

CAZCABEL TEQUILA BLANCO  38%
Fresh, smooth and well balanced with notes of earthy agave and 
citrus.

CHAMBORD  16.5%
A premium black raspberry liqueur with rich creamy vanilla and sharp 
honey notes layered between subtle ripe raspberry notes.

WHATSHOT  37.5%
It all starts with the clear and strong gin flavour that spreads 
across the tongue. Then a delightfully delicate cherry blossom 
flavour sets in.

CHASE RHUBARB 40%
A delicious, sweet infusion of Chase vodka and rhubarb. Delicate 
and smooth, with tart rhubarb juice and balanced sweetness on the 
palate.

ketel ONE CITROEN  40%
A bold and bright vodka made by infusing the highest quality, natural 
essences of four different lemons and two types of lime.

Ketel ONE ORANJE  40%
A playfully bold vodka that comes alive with the infusion of fresh 
Valencia and mandarin oranges and wraps up with a lively, warm hint 
of spice that lingers on the palate.

BABY GUINNESS
16% abv Kahlua coffee liqueur and 17% abv Baileys Irish cream.

JAGER BOMB
35% abv Jägermeister and Red Bull.
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